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WORK  
HISTORY 

 

 
x Environmentally conscious chemical engineer with work experience in the textile industry and 

strong background in material science resulting in the development of innovative materials for 
textile, biomedical, aerospace, and water harvesting applications using surface modification 
techniques. 

x Excellent project manager and strong builder of successful collaborations, resulting in the 
management and guidance of employees, scientific publications, patents, as well as contracts 
with the Canadian Space Agency and Canadian Department of National Defense. 

x Self-motivated and proactive individual with unique combination of detail-oriented mindset, 
driven personality, problem-solving skills and proven ability to meet tight key deadlines by 
working in fast-paced startup work environment.  

 
EXCLUSIVE CONSULTANT AND PROJECT MANAGER    09/2019 to 11/2019   
Plasmagear Inc. | Montreal, Canada  
x Self-driven project leader with advanced coordination skills demonstrated by managing 

ongoing projects, potentially resulting in a $1,000,000 contract with the Canadian Department 
of National Defense. 

x High-level strategic consultant with experience in advising research professionals on material 
modification resulting in fulfillment of performance requirements. 

 

 
 

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER   01/2019 to 08/2019  
Plasmagear Inc. | Montreal, Canada  
x Knowledgeable innovator with expertise in the development and quality control of textile 

finishing processes as demonstrated by the creation of environmentally-friendly hydrophobic 
and hydrophilic coatings. 

x Strong leadership skills and experience managing research professionals on time-sensitive 
projects resulting in strong collaborations with industrial partners, a contract with the 
Canadian Department of National Defense, 2 publications and 1 patent (in progress).  

x High-level problem solver with experience in analyzing large scientific datasets in a fast-paced 
work environment resulting in the optimization of textile finishing processes for successful 
delivery of contracts. 

x Knowledge of current industry trends related to sustainable materials and suppliers as 
evidence by the collaborative interest of big outdoor companies. 

x Strong supplier interaction and product knowledge through research and purchase of supplies 
and materials resulting in excellent resource management. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

DOCTORAL CANDIDATE   01/2014 to 10/2018  
McGill University | Montreal, Canada  
x Driven and knowledgeable chemical engineer with expertise in the development and 

characterization of materials, and the optimization of their properties through environmentally-
friendly plasma processes, resulting in 4 peer-reviewed and 1 in progress scientific 
publications. 

x Strong leadership skills and experience managing multifaceted projects, demonstrated by 
creating and supervising 7 undergraduate student projects in the department’s laboratory. 

x Excellent teamwork and collaboration skills demonstrated by building and maintaining 
collaborations with international research institutions resulting in 2 publications. 

x Experience in clearly communicating complex topics to diverse audiences as evidenced by 4 
scientific presentations at international conferences. 

 

RESEARCH CONSULTANT   05/2017 to 12/2018  
Sensoreal Inc. | Montreal, Canada  
x Excellent relationship builder with advanced communication skills demonstrated by developing 

new materials with adjustable wettability for a complex industrial aerospace project, resulting 
in a $45,000 grant student funding and a large project with the Canadian Space Agency. 

x High-level strategic consultant with experience in advising and guiding research professionals 
on material modification resulting in fulfillment of performance requirements. 

 

EDUCATION 

 

 
Ph.D. | Chemical Engineering  2014-2018  
McGill University, Montreal, Canada  
x Dedicated studies in chemical engineering with focus in material science and surface 

engineering resulting in a very well-received thesis titled Thiol-terminated Coatings using Low-
Pressure Plasma and Vacuum Ultraviolet Radiation. 

 

Diploma | Chemistry  2007-2013  
Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany  
x Dedicated studies in chemistry with focus in polymer chemistry in a well-received thesis titled 

Plasma Polymerization of Allylmercaptan for Surface Modification. 
 

HOBBIES 

 

 
x Passionate and environmentally conscious individual loving being active outdoors cycling, 

climbing, hiking, diving, kayaking, skiing whilst respecting nature. 
x Environmentally sustainable mindful person caring to make own outdoor apparel and 

equipment more durable. 
 

SOFTWARE 
& 
LANGUAGES 

x Word 
x Excel 
x PowerPoint 
x Outlook 
x Asana 

x Materials development and preparation 
x Market and product knowledge 
x Knowledge of current industry trends 
x Resource management 

 
 

x Native proficiency in German and Spanish 
x Full professional proficiency in English 
x Elementary proficiency in French 

 

x Materials development and preparation 
x Market and product knowledge 
x Knowledge of current industry trends 
x Resource management 


